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For Lily 


Without you, 
There’s no colour 

No light 
No paint 



ΚΑΤΑ ΤΟΝ ΔΑΙΜΟΝΑ ΕΑΥΤΟΥ.
‘True to his own spirit’ 



My paintings are like notes from the Unconscious, 
as I try to understand the experience of this sensual 
world.

 Being a psychiatrist, that work involves searching 
for the deeper narrative behind and below what my 
patients describe to me. Seeing it, feeling it, calling 
it by name and finally holding it long enough to 
work with the story. The same process is happening 
in my art practice. 

Although my style has become more unbound, 
organic and sculptural over time, the underlying 
theme has always been a meditation on the felt 
experience of human being. The felt experience (as 
opposed to the analytical deconstruction of our 
lives) is what is both terrifying in it’s painful 
grandeur as well as electrifying in its promise of 
beauty and truth.  

 Our lives are surface phenomena that suggest a 
deeper story and each painting seeks out the 
bedrock arc of a day, a week, a year as may be. Just 
as each session of psychotherapy seeks the 
resonances from the Deep of the human 
Unconscious. I gave up trying to completely 
separate my work as a psychiatrist and my work as a 
painter once I realised they involve a similar seeking 
after Depth. Truth. Presence.  





Kieran Forster 



The universal language of colour, figure and form 
coalesce into these blocks of Time called “paintings”, 
Time and Space apparently captured inside 4 
lengths of wood and heavy layers of paint, accented 
with natural objects such as stones, bark and other 
detritus.

 Each painting has an emotional tone and a degree 
of conflict between chaos and order, just the same 
as each day provides a similar interplay of head and 
heart, bookended by dawn and dusk.  





‘Surviving Trauma’  
100 x 60 cm 

Mixed media on canvas 

‘Some portraits involve capturing the 
recovery from the near death experiences 
of friends, such as this picture. Death 
masks and the painted faces of warriors of 
yore have influenced how such portraits 
emerge.’




You need training in medicine and the science / art 
of the Mind before you become a psychiatrist, but 
everything I know about painting was discovered by 
my own “experiments” and my early love of books 
with their amazing covers. As a kid, I believed the 
cover of a book was a perfect summary of the story 
contained in the pages. That was the beginning of 
my commitment to the way of the image. The power 
of colour and form to speak volumes.  

My first sense of the artistic most definitely came 
from immersion in the written word. This has never 
ended. My writing has always been something I had 
and to this day, I feel I could survive if I was bereft,  
on my books and a few canvases to work on . 

 A camera is a way to capture the ultimate 
unnameable luminosity we call Nature that is in 
every one of my paintings. That is why photography 
is the third art form that forms the creative 
scaffolding of my double life as artist and 
psychiatrist.

 I created the pseudonym of Algernon Eldritch to 
separate my art from my psychiatry work but it 
ended up getting a large international following 
online so…..Algernon and I now paint and exhibit 
together. He’s one strange and eldritch dude….  

 I come from an average childhood in the tropical 
heat of storm-soaked Brisbane where it never 
occurred to me you couldn’t be both an artist and a 
professional

Travel has allowed me to photograph a lot of the 
world and see most of the art of the Masters. More 
fuel for the fire that burns through an overbooked 
life and leaves a space for my painting to progress.

‘Lattices of Light’ 
150 x 150 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 





‘Lattice #6’ 
150 x 100cm 
Mixed media on canvas 

Lattices appear recurrently in my work. They are the ultimate visual metaphor of energy, emotion, moving through time and space.  





‘Stream of Memory’ 
180 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 


I visualised this painting as each colour point representing an event, a day, a bardo, a time point in space.  The concept of the Bardo comes from 

Buddhist metaphysics and describes the transitional space between units of time, minute to minute, life to life and epoch to epoch. 



‘Time is Sculptural in Space’ 
180 x 60 cm 
Mixed media on triptych canvas 

My work is increasingly sculptural and should allow for the hand to run over its surface. 





‘The Deep is Where the Souls Reside’ 
180 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘Psychotherapy Room... Trauma, hope, renewal ‘ 
160 x 120 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘Time is a Sculpture and Space is a Surface’ 
160 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘Lily’s Favourite’ 
180 x 90cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




My technique involves "hitting" the canvas and leaving 
it. Hit and run. Find a place to recuperate and rehydrate 
as my canvases are often large and I travel through 
many layers over days to weeks. I wear a gas mask and 
sweat it out. The music is probably on the strong side. 

 I collaborate with the forces of perseverance and win 
over the better angels of our nature : experience, 
inspiration, freedom of action, daring, refusal to give 
up on a painting. I am a veteran of many failed 
campaigns in which the rubbish picture becomes the 
underlay of a memorable success. 

My technique is "Get Out of Your Own Way"…….if you 
have an eye for colour and form, and you can turn 
down the volume of your L hemisphere  conceptual 
mind, the painting will emerge in its own way. This is 
the most enjoyable part for me….the suggestion of 
standing aside as something makes its mark on the 
canvas. Whether you call it the Unconscious, Nature, 
Spirit or a slice of the Narrative of my patient that day , 
the joy of painting is standing aside and seeing what 
has manifested. Its the antithesis of narcissistic 
self-absorption.


‘The Flow of the Red Rivers of History’ 
180 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘Zen Garden inside your Mitochondria’ 
160 x 160 cm 

Mixed media on canvas 




‘Structures in the Blizzard of Memories’ 
160 x 100 cm 
Mixed media on canvas  





‘The Flow of Events includes Wounds’ 
160 x 80 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘The Ghost Mirrors’ 
180 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




“To the extent I can conceptualise and 
verbalise my art practice (something I try to 
avoid, see above!), I am seeking a sense of 
unity in the presence of chaos and a sense of 
peace in the presence of what could be wild 
and untamed and even destructive. That is 
why many works of late are unified by a blue 
or a white or a green……these are my 
colours of contemplative stasis, of peace in 
the world of noise. My art is way of escaping 
the world of the Machiavellian, the 
disappointing, the painful into a an open 
vista of renewal and hope. My paintings are 
agnostic prayers requesting the decline of 
egotism and it’s replacement with a 
benevolent world. 

My paintings fill my clinical practice and for 
the most part, I forget their presence. 
Suddenly a patient will stop and see their 
own self reflected in the art. Thats rewarding 
for both of us. And it has nothing to do with 
knowing about art.  

For those who buy my art,  I hope they feel a 
certain sense of peace and hope in my 
paintings. That would be worth passing 
on…




‘The Decline of the Egoists’ 
160 x 160 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 


My work is found at www.kieranforster.com the public Facebook page of Algernon Eldritch  
https://www.facebook.com/kieranjforster, https://www.instagram.com/kieran_forster_artist and www.algernoneldritch.net 



‘Lattice # 8’ 
160 x 80 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘Waking Up Filled with Optimism’ 
180 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 




‘The River finds the Sea’ 
160 x 80 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 





‘Esoteric Musings in a Rationalistic Ruin’ 
170 x 90 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 



‘The Day of Realistic Resilience’ 
180 x 90 cm  
mixed media on canvas 



‘When I Broke on Through to the Other Side’ 
170 x 100cm 
mixed media on canvas 





‘Alchemy and Psychiatry’ 
170 x 100 cm 
Mixed media on canvas 



All my art is an ode to the natural world. Lakes are a constant source of re-connection to the mysterious and 
ancient memories we seem to have. This is from the far north of Australia. 





My other lake, close to home . One of the places where there is solitude and a sense of the shamanic. 



‘We need the tonic of wildness...At the same time that we are earnest to explore and learn all things, we require that 
all things be mysterious and unexplorable, that land and sea be indefinitely wild, unsurveyed and unfathomed by 
us because unfathomable. We can never have enough of nature.’ 


Henry David Thoreau, Walden: Or, Life in the Woods 
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